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NO MARGIN 
"The sky was graying just a little and we were within seven 

hundred yards of the objective when the party began. From 
the sea, over the stern, came the hum of planes. 

"'Don't shoot, they're P-38's,' the spotter yells. Thrack, 
thrack, thrack! Bombs explode to port and up ahead of the 
bow. 'I was wrong, let 'em have it,' shrieks the spotter. Some
one shouts, 'Timber,' and to a man we all duck down behind 
the splinter shield. A seaman rushes up and yells, 'We got hit, 
port side, amidships.' He adds, cheerfully, 'We're not sinking, 
though.' 

"The planes come back, strafing. A seaman nudges me: 'God
dam her, mate, ain't this a mess."' 

This extract from a letter written by an officer in the amphi
bious landing force, who went in on the invasion of Sicily, is a 
good example of just what a mess faulty recognition of planes 
can lead to. The letter does not say whether anyone was killed 
because the appointed plane spotter could not distinguish be
tween friendly and enemy planes, but the sober fact remains 
that the inability to recognize the enemy jeopardized the lives 
of the men in that landing boat and might possibly have led to 
the breakdown of the invasion at that one point. 

Recognition is one of the best and most effective defense 
weapons any fighting nation has. And, at the same time, it is a 
potent, though intangible, offensive weapon. Knowing whether 
a plane, a ship or a tank is your own or the enemy's; knowing 
soon enough to give yourself time to shoot or formulate an attack 
is one of the fundamentals of war. 

Mistakes are numerous, tragic 

Recognition is too important a subject to be handled in an 
offhand manner. The attitude towards unidentified planes, for 
example, which says: "I don't know exactly what type it is 
but it must be one of our own," throws an .advantage to the 
enemy for a cheap price, if that airplane turns out not to be on 
our side. 

Since the war's beginning many mistakes have been made in 
recognition. Time and again we have had reports of near-sink
ings of our own ships by our own planes. One of the classic exam
ples of this took place in the 

FOR ERROR 
the Mediterranean, sighted a small freighter. Thinking it one of 
their own, they shepherded it along the way. The strange little 
convoy proceeded until R.A.F. planes happened along and chased 
the well-intentioned Italians off. 

Recognition mistakes made by Americans are not as widely 
told as those of the British since the U. S. has been at war con
siderably less time. But our mistakes are piling up. One U. S. 
classic was made the day anti-aircraft crews on an American 
carrier in the South Pacific let Jap dive bombers get into the 
landing circle before they spotted them. This, quite likely, was 
a double-barreled error since it was apparent from their ap
proach that the J~panese thought they were coming in on one of 
their carriers and didn't attack. 

At Henderson Field on Guadalcanal there was one recognition 
boner that was a repeater. A lone Jap dive bomber several times 
sneaked into our landing circle at the tail end of a flight of U. S. 
planes landing at dusk. Circling the field with them, he would 
wait until the last plane hit the ground, then drop his bombs. 
His coolness prompted the Americans to cheer him, a sportsman
like tribute. But mistakes do not pay off. Recognition must be 
one of the weapons with which we fight to win. 

More training is needed 

The accepted teaching methods of recognition place great em
phasis on seeing an object as a whole and being able, through 
constant practice, to recognize that object (plane, tank, ship, 
etc.) from any angle. There are no short cuts to recognition. 

To promote recognition three methods are used: small, handy 
manuals covering almost every operational ship, plane and tank 
either have already been published by one of the services or are 
forthcoming. In addition courses utilizing such teaching methods 
as movies, slides, silhouettes and photographs are produced for 
men in training. Lastly, in the field, on warships and at front line 
airfields are specially trained recognition officers. 

This Journal, which will be published monthly, is a supple
ment to the methods now in operation. These methods form the 
backbone of this all-important subject; the Journal's function 
will be to bring out regularly the latest news. Being a monthly 

publication, it will emphasize North Sea when a flight of Brit
ish torpedo planes sighted what 
they thought was the Bismarck. 
They closed in daringly and let 
their "fish" go. Luckily all of 
them were misses l;>ecause the 
"Bismarck" turned out to be a 
British cruiser. Discovering his 
near-fatal mistake, the squadron 
leader flew over the ship and sig
naled laconically, "Sorry, par
don our kippers." 

The U.S. Army-Navy Journal of Recognition is published as a 
joint effort by the NaV1J and by the A·rmy to bring out the latest 

and most important recognition news. It is a restricted publication. As 
such ... "this document contains information affecting the national 
defense of the United States, tvithin the meaning of the Espionage 
Act, 50 U. S. C., .'31 and 32, as amended." · 

last-minute changes in equip
mentandmethods, both our own 
and the enemy's. The Journal 
will feature, as well as recogni
tion, background material to en
hance interest in ships, planes 
and tanks. Such interest leads to 
familiarity, and familiarity leads 
to instant recognition. 

The enemy is just as suscep
tible to recognition mistakes as 
we are. One rather humorous 
mistake occurred when a flight of 
Italian bombers, operating over 

"Its transmission or the revelation of its contents in any manner 
to an unauthorized person is prohibited by law." 

Although the Journal is mar/red Restricted it should receive full 
distrib1ttion. The purpose of the Journal is to disseminate material 
on recognition as rapidly as possible for the fullest u.Ye by officers 
and enlisted men and it should not be treated as a secret. It is dis-
tributed infi.red quotas through the regular channels of each service. 
A few additional copies are available, and may be obtained upon 
request from each service. 

In publishing the Journal, a 
joint effort of the Army and 
Navy, we are following the well
established lead of the British. 
The editors of the Journal are 
grateful for the cooperation ex
tended by the various branches 
of U.S. services and theR.A.F. 
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TRI PLE TAIL VERSION of the new York resembles the Lancaster (be

low) except for the number of fins. Note how wing has been changed to 
position level with top of fuselage in contrast to midwing arrangement 

on the parent plane. Triple tail structure makes hangar storage easier. 

LA!'iCASTER, England's great heavy bomber, is direct parent of 

new transport plane; endowed it with general shape, dimensions. 

MANCHESTER, twin-engine bomber developed before Lancas

ter, is really York's grandfather, gave it characteristic triple fin. 

4 

RAF'S YORK 
BRITAIN'S NEWEST TRANSPORT 

IS DEVELOPED FROM LANCASTER 

T he new RAF transport plane, the York, is recognitional news. Devel
oped in the past year from the Lancaster and Manchester, the York 

has been, up until now, in a confidential category. Its flights have been 
kept secret for obvious reasons. 

With the exception of the Ensign, the York is the largest transport 
plane England has ever built. It is the direct descendant of the famed Lan
caster but has been slightly influenced by the Manchester (left). The line 
of descendancy has been Manchester (grandfather), Lancaster (father), 
and York (offspring). 

From the Lancaster, one of the world's best bombing planes, it has 
taken its wingspread and the shape of the wing. However, where the Lan
caster has the typically British "boxcar" fuselage, the York's fuselage is 
more capacious and is 9 ft. longer. In addition, the way in which their 
wings set is different; the York is a high-wing plane while the Lancaster is 
midwing. Like the Lancaster the transport has four Rolls-R oyce Merlin 
engmes. 

From the Manchester, it inherited triple tail fins. Currently, the York 
has two tail versions, the double and t riple fins . It seems likely, however,. 
that the triple fins, which give more vertical surface and increase stability, 
might survive as the standard tail arrangement. 

Because of its size, power, range and space the York might well be Bri
tain's answer to postwar transoceanic cargo and passenger service. 

RECOGN ITION: The York has four engines, a deep-bellied fuselage, 
double or triple tail fins. Note odd shape of fins which look like guitar 
picks. York has high wing and tail plane. Might be confused with the B-24. 



DOUBLE-TAIL YORK is the earlier version. Note how the shape of the 
fuselage of York differs from that of the Lancaster. York's fuselage fairs 

SEEN FROM THE GROUND the York looks very much like its parent, 
the Lancaster, except for the extended nose of the fuselage. The plane's 

to a point astern while the Lancaster's has a tail gunner's position. Upper 
surfaces of the transport plane are painted with land scheme camouflage. 

wing tapers on both edges with rounded tips. The nacelles of the inboard 
engine extend to wing's trailing edge, the outboard engines only halfway. 
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NEW GERMAN SUBMARINES INCLUDE 1,600-TON LONG- RANGE MODEL, IMPROVED 740-TONNER AND NEW FAT-BELLIED '"SEA COW" SUPPLY SUB 

NEW SUBMARINE TYPES 
GERMAN SUBS ARE EQUIPPED WITH AA GUNS TO FIGHT PLANES 

S ubmarine warfare has taken a new 
turn. No longer do German U-boats 

dive frantically at the sight of Allie<:l 
planes. Today, mounting anti-aircraft 
guns, they may prefer to stay on the sur
face and fight it out. Recently, they 
have frequently engaged fighters from 
our baby carriers. 

The chief change in the new and re
fitted U-boats has been a new conning 
tower design which makes the German 
subs resemble our subJurface craft. In 

general, block conning towers have been 
replaced with towers having one or two 
steps called Wintergarten. On the first 
step is a quadruple mount of 20-mm. can
non; on the second step, two single 20-
mm. guns; and on the conning tower fair
ing, four anti-aircraft machine guns. On 
the 740- and 1,600-ton U-boats, a 105-
mm. anti-aircraft gun is also mounted for
ward of the conning tower. 

Besides anti-aircraft defenses, the Na
zis have developed a series of seagoing 

supply subs called Seekuhe or sea cows. 
These carry fuel, torpedoes and other sup
plies to subs operating in the Atlantic and 
the Bay of Biscay. Both 740- and 1,200-
ton models have been seen. 

All types of German submarines are be- · 
ing used extensively for coastal minelay
ing operations. The mines are deposited 
through special mine shafts or through tor
pedo tubes. The new 1,600-ton minelay
er, for example, has 30 mine shafts and 
carries 66 mines in its vertical hull chutes. 

BROAD-BEAMED "OVERSEA COWS" are shown at Kiel base (1). 
Figure 2 indicates new Nazi torpedo boat; Fig. 3, 1,600-ton minelayer. 

CONTRAST IN BEAM between "Oversea Cow" (A) and .517-ton U
boat (B) of same length is shown above at southern St. Nazaire lock. 
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U.S. S. ALABAMA, FIRST AMERICAN BATTLESHIP LAUNCHED AFTER PEARL HARBOR, HAS NINE BIG GUNS, FOREST OF ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS 

OUR BATTLESHIPS 
NEW AND RECONDITIONED SHIPS GIVE U.S. MORE POWER 

T he modern warship is the lineal de
scendant of the ship-of-the-line. Since 

guns first went to sea, the navy which 
could get the greatest weight and volume 
of fire into action most quickly and effec
tively has carried the day. The guns of the 
Spanish galleon ruled the sea from the 
conquest of Mexico till 1588, when the 
faster, more maneuverable ships of Sir 
Francis Drake were able to bring their 
guns more tellingly to bear and sweep the 
Armada from the seas. In the same way, 
the British frigates were unchallenged 
until the swift ships of Jones and Perry 
out-sailed and out-fought them in individ
ual actions. 

The modern battleship really began to 
evolve in the mid-19th Century with the 
development of steam drives, turret guns 
and armored hulls. Steam engines were 
first added to sailing ship designs as an 
auxiliary drive. As better engines were 
developed, steam became the main drive 
and sail was finally eliminated completely. 

In America, armor was first used during 
the Civil War in the celebrated encounter 
between the Monitor and the C.S.S. Vir
ginia. These ships, however, had little ef
fect on battleship development. They did 
stimulate American interest in armored 
vessels and the Monitor demonstrated 
the advantages of mounting guns in ro
tating turrets, but both were poorly de-

signed warships. The Virginia was little 
more than an ironclad shed erected on the 
lower hull of the steam frigate Merrimac. 
The Monitor was also clumsy and unsea
worthy, having very little freeboard, but 
it had a very shallow draft and, as a mili
tary expedient, satisfactorily performed 
its job of attacking Confederate fortifica
tions and shipping in Southern harbors. 

By the end of the 19th Century the 
pre-dreadnought battleship was standard 
throughout the world. The old sailing gear 
had disappeared and powerful multiple
screw steam drives had taken its place. 
Belts of heavy armor were installed amid
ships, with lighter armor fore and aft and 
on the decks. The main guns were mounted 
in two turrets, one placed at each end of 
the ship. In 1906, with the advent · of 
H.M.S. Dreadnought, a main battery of 
uniform caliber was adopted, and accu
rate fire control became possible. 

From then on, the story of battleship 
development was largely a story of more 
powerful drives, heavier armor and in
creased firepower. Heavy main batteries 
and armor kept the speed of the battle
ship at a low level. To attain high speed, a 
new ship with a reduced main battery and 
lighter protective armor was developed. 
This type, the battle cruiser, is best exem
plified by H.M.S. Renown. 

The Washington Naval Treaty of 1922, 

with its limits on the size and number 
of battleships, suspended the building 
of capital ships until the preparations 
for the present war got under way. In
stead, the major powers turned to the 
development of the aircraft carrier, 
which, with its torpedo and dive bomb
ers, has itself influenced the design of 
modern battleships. No longer is it suf
ficient for a warship to meet enemies on 
the surface and below the sea. It must 
now be prepared to repel attacks from 
the air above. 

When the Japs struck at Pearl Har
bor, the U.S. had 17 battleships in serv
ice. On Dec. 8, only nine of these were 
still capable of action. Since then five 
have returned to the fight while only the 
Arizona will probably never sail again. 
The story of how Pearl Harbor made 
possible the modernization of these ships 
will be found on pages 12-13. 

Fifteen new battleships were building 
or on order before the U.S. entered the 
war. A number of these are now at sea, 
the others are being rushed to comple
tion. Photographs and recognitional de
tail on those which can be released fol
low on pages 14-15. The nature of our 
newest and most powerful ships must 
be withheld from publication for obvi
ous reasons. Four of our new aircraft 
carriers are pictured on pages 16-17. 
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U.S.S. TENNESSEE before the war was a typical oldline battleship. 
Old-fashioned cage masts supported duplicate spotting tops and "clock 

THE REFITTED TENNESSEE, rushed back into action after being 
hit at Pearl Harbor, Dec. 7, was better able to defend herself against 

CLUSTERS OF MACHINE GUNS and twin dual-purpose gun houses 
make the rebuilt battleship a seagoing fortress, more immune to air as-

10 

face" of the range coordinator, clearly visible to other ships. The secon
dary guns and anti-aircraft batteries were virtually without protection. 

air attack. Anti-aircraft guns could be fired over a wide arc of sky where 
the old cage mainmast had towered. Catapult was kept on No. 3 turret. 

sault. The pyramidal tower houses elements of her fire and ship control 
systems. All exhaust uptakes discharge through a single broad stack. 



M ODERN SHIP GROWS OUT OF PEARL HARBOR WRECKAGE 

1\fter Pearl Harbor, a new span of 
1"\ fighting life was given the U. S. S. 
Tennessee, a typical pre-Washington 
Treaty battleship. From the battering she 
took on Dec. 7 has arisen a powerful fight
ing ship. Originally commissioned in 1920, 
the ship went through the long days of 
peace without alteration. She displayed 
the cluttered superstructure of the period 
(see top ltift)-tall cage masts, a high box
like bridge, insignificant stacks, and up
perdeck casemate batteries. 

It was not until after the Tennessee was 
bombed at Pearl Harbor that she began 
to assume her present form. To reduce her 

silhouette and provide greater arcs of fire 
for her AA batteries the cage mainmast 
was removed, leaving only a stump tower 
and light pole mast. The ship's boats gave 
way to batteries of single dual-purpose 
guns to supplement the open secondary 
batteries. Splinter shields were set up at 
all gun positions and a number of anti
aircraft machine guns were added to both 
towers. 

This refitting gave the Tennessee some 
protection against air assaults but by no 
means made her a modern ship. In the 
fall of 1942 she was returned to the yard 
for further refitting. For increased protec-

tion against underwater damage huge 
blisters were added giving her a broader 
beam. A short deck has been added amid
ships to support several enclosed twin 
dual-purpose mounts. Both uptakes have 
been combined into a single broad stack. 
Forward cage mast has been remov,ed and 
fire and ship control elements housed in 
tower. AA machine guns have replaced 
the plane catapult on top of No. 3 turret. 
All exposed gun positions were shielded. 

The present superstructure of the 
Tennessee has a long pyramidal shape, 
which makes it difficult for enemy ships 
to judge her target angle at any speed. 

11 



replaced casemate guns. Notice also the shielded machine-gun 
mounts on the stern, forward, and all over island and tower. 

BATTLESHIPS GET NEW PUNCH IN PEARL HARBOR REFITS 

S ome idea of the service the Japs per
formed for us in their treacherous at

tick on Pearl Harbor can be obtained 
from a study of the pictures on this and 
the opposite page. Here, in before-and
after terms, is told the story of a masterly 
job of ship modernization. 

The ships shown here are only three out 
of a large number which are undergoing a 
thorough rebuilding in American Navy 
yards, but the pattern displayed in their 
refitting will help you to recognize old and 
new U. S. Navy capital ships when you 
encounter them at sea. All show the in
fluence of ch~nging conditions in modern 
sea warfare. 

The airplane has been a great factor in 
altering the appearance and performance 
of surface craft. Indeed, strong believers 
in airpower have repeatedly asserted that 
the battleship is an obsolete weapon, it
self highly vulnerable from the air, and 
its heavy striking power superseded by 
the bombs and torpedoes of carrier-borne 
and shore-based aircraft. Recent naval 
actions have shown, however, that with 
increased anti-aircraft firepower and 
fighter plane protection, the capital ship 
is still making its presence felt. 

As is apparent from the lower picture 
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in each of these three groups, a great many 
anti-aircraft guns have been added during 
their refits. Their AA batteries are of two 
general types: heavy AA guns in single or 
twin shield or enclosed mounts, and single 
and multiple machine guns placed wher
ever convenient. Modern naval AA guns 
are dual-purpose and can be used against 
surface or aerial targets. Heavy AA guns 
are most effective at high altitude and 
long range, while machine weapons con
stitute the principal defense at short range. 

In order to be most effective, these guns 
must be able to train and elevate through 
a wide arc in following the course of the 
attacking plane. This means that as little 
of the superstructure as possible should 
mask their field of fire. This consideration, 
together with an attempt to reduce the 
ship's silhouette, has resulted in striking 
all unnecessary superstructure elements, 
such as bulky mainmasts, boatcranes, 
boats, etc., and in streamlining foremast 
bridge structures. The island has a less 
separated appearance and tends to form a 
solid block amidships. It is now in fact an 
anti-aircraft fortress protecting the vital 
parts of the ship: fire-control apparatus, 
the steering and navigational controls and 
locating devices. 

In many cases the old secondary bat
teries have been removed to make way 
for more effective dual-purpose guns. In 
all cases, splinter shields have been fitted 
to exposed gun positions. 

A few of the ships have been fitted 
with large blisters along the sides of the 
hull as additional protection against un
derwater attack. The Tennessee is an 
out-standing example (see pp. 10-11). 
These blisters-which in effect form a 
second hull-cut the speed of the ship 
but more than make up for this loss in 
reduced vulnerability. 

All of these refitted ships do not show 
all of these features. The assault on 
Pearl Harbor left our West Coast open 
to attack and it was necessary to get as 
many ships back into action as possible. 
Ships which were badly hit in the Dec. 7 
attack and subsequent actions needed 
more rebuilding and offered a chance for 
greater modernization. 

The captions to the pictures on these 
pages point out particu{ar recognition 
features for battleships Nevada, Penn
sylvania and Colorado. The Maryland 
has been changed so that it resembles 
the Colorado, and the California will be 
much like the Tennessee when completed. 
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FROM THE AIR, North Carolina has a bal
anced deck plan. Symmetrical arrangement of 

five dual-purpose mounts each side of island 
are distinctive recognition feature of the ship. 

NEW WARSHIPS 

SWELL U.S. FLEET 

New American battleships built, building, 
or on order will more than double the 

strength of our main offensive lines at sea. 
The few minor changes suggested by battle 
experience are being made when the ships 
return to their bases for overhaul and are 
being added in our new designs. 

The North Carolina was the first of the ~~ 

new line to take to sea. In her was incorpo-
rated the tower foremast construction typical 
of many European ships to which she has a 
certain resemblance, most particularly the 
Italian Littorio class. Having been on the 
drawing boards long before the war, the 
North Carolina does not represent so great a 
departure from the pre-Washington Treaty 
ships as the Iowa and South Dakota classes. 

Since her commissioning, the North Caro
lina has undergone some refitting, chiefly the 
addition of a great many light anti-aircraft 
guns. The ship's boats and boat cranes have 
been replaced by life rafts, which are less 
cumbersome and easier to launch. 

The experience gained with the North 
Carolina influenced the construction of the 
South Dakota class, a shorter, more compact 
and handier ship. To increase her seakeeping 
qualities, the freeboard has been increased. 
Her broad single stack is £aired into the 
tower to form a solid pyramidal island. This 
should make it difficult for the enemy to 
judge her course or the target angle. At a dis-
tance the South Dakota has a superficial re
semblance to Germany's Tirpitz. 

Long clean lines make the Iowa one of the 
handsomest and fastest ships afloat. From 
the air, her long narrow bow makes her 
unmistakable. A high speed version of the 
earlier South Dakota, she is greatly en
larged and lengthened. The Iowa thus com
pletes the transition from pre-war designs. 

FROM ABEAM, North Carolina has long, low silhouette with two stacks 
and high tower rising cleanly above the island. Boats and boat cranes vis-

ible in both views have since been replaced by life rafts. Many anti-air
craft machine guns have also been added since she was commissioned. 
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SHIPS OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA CLASS, like the Indiana, are dis
tinguished by the pyramidal island and single broad stack faired into the 

PRIDE OF U.S. FLEET is the new Iowa class. Superstructure is very 
clean, with broad forward stack faired into the tower. The deck plan is 

INDIANA 

tower mast. Beam view of this class resembles refitted Tennessee. Note 
also the two splinter-shielded machine-gun mounts which overhang stern. 

IOWA 

like no other, tapering sharply from No. 1 turret to long sharp bow. Sym
metrical staggered mounting of dual-purpose guns is typical of new ships. 
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CARRIERS 
LATEST CARRIER CLASSES 

INCREASE NAVY'S PUNCH 

ESSEX CLASS 

PYRAMIDAL ISLAND of Essex Class is narrow and rectangular when 
seen fore and aft. Twin dual-purpose guns are at each end of the island, 
with AA stepped up to stack. Seen from above, hull has smooth line 

SANGAMON CLASS 

.- ..-

CONVERTED 01 LERS which make the Sangamon Class are relatively 
long narrow ships, faster than other con versions. Flight deck is symmet
rical, tapering forward of forward elevator. Numerous gun platforms ex-

16 

S ince Jan. 18, 1911, when Eugene Ely landed his flying bird
cage on a platform on the deck of the old U. S. S. Pennsyl

vania (right), the use of ship-borne planes has come a long way. 
Big fast ships like the Essex1 carrying a large complement of 
fighters, dive ,bombers and torpedo planes, now set out to sea 
behind a screen of destroyers to seek out the enemy and destroy 
him. Though lightly armored and vulnerable, the carrier's de
fensive planes and heavy anti-aircraft fire make it a deadly 
ship to approach mistakenly and unidentified. 

To supplement these great task-force weapons, a large num
ber of small converted carriers have been built. Converted 
cruisers like the Independence can race into action at great 
speed. Numerous adaptations of the Maritime Commission's 

along island side but flight deck is indented sharply at both ends. Ele
vator opposite island makes additional cut-in when vertical, projects 
beyond deck line when down. Hangar deck is screenerl when not in use. 

tend from gallery walkway. Island is small and rectilinear with an an
tenna tower rising from it. Two radio masts on starboard side aft will 
be vertical while cruising, project horizontally when carrier is in action. 



C-3 hull escort convoys or carry planes to the front. Converted 
oilers-long, lean ships that lie low in the water-can be used 
on limited combat missions as well as being supplementary fuel 
ships. The newest class-the Casablanca-has slightly more 
speed than other converted merchant vessels. Otherwise it great
ly resembles the Bogue Class. 

Recognition-wise, the major carriers of the American fleet are 
marked by the tower island on the starboard side amidships. 
The Independence Class has four prominent stacks just aft of a 
small island. All of the smaller carriers, with islands well for
ward, may easily be mistaken for Japs of similar size. Specific rec
ognition details on these ships should be studied carefully. Deck 
plans, gun sponsons and exhaust stacks are significant details. 

FOUR STACKS protruding from starboard side immediately identify 
ships of this class. Long, narrow cruiser hull is unusually fast. Flight 
deck is symmetrical but small island tower overhangs the sea. A large 

SMALLEST OF' OUR CARRIERS now in action, the Bogue Class is 
being produced in large numbers. Single stacks project from each side 
and extend up flush with the deck. Gun blisters have been built along 

nlkst 

EUGENE ELY LANDED, took off from battleship Pennsylvania, Jan. 
18, 1911. On Nov. 14, 1910 he had successfully landed on Birmingham. 

INDEPENDENCE CLASS 

boat crane is just forward of island. Machine-gun mounts ring the deck 
and single dual-purpose guns are forward just below the flight deck and 
on transom stern. Five antennae can be lowered when ship is in action. 

BOGUE CLASS 

what would be the weather deck of the merchant ship. Flight deck pre
sents rectangular surface to the incoming pilot. A small island struc
ture is outboard of flight deck proper well forward on starboard side. 
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BRITISH 
THE CRUSADER IS 

A CRUISER TANK 

T he British Army uses two types of 
tanks: infantry and cruiser. Former 

is heavily armored, slow and is used in 
close cooperation with troops. The cruiser, 
faster but less well armored, plays the 
role of modern cavalry doing reconnais
sance in force, exploiting break-throughs. 

The Crusader, a medium cruiser, first 
appeared in 1941 in Africa where it had 
some success. It is now being replaced by 
a later type, the Cromwell. Crusader car
ries a 40-mm. gun and two 7.9~ rp.achine 
guns. 

RECOGNITION: Head-on the Crusader 
looks diamond-shaped, has a large bulbous 
mantlet from which her gun protrudes 
and narrow track plates. Side view of 
the Crusader shows streamlined, under
cut turret, prominent driver's cab and 
two radio masts. From the air her tur
ret, six-sided and kettle-shaped, set well 
forward, is her most recognizable feature. 

Ll KE ALL BRITISH TANKS, except Church
ill, the Crusader has only driver sitting in hull. 

Front armor is 50-mm. thick; armor on sides 
and turret 30-mm. and 40-mm. respectively. 

BATTLE RECORD of Crusader is fair but not as good as German me
dium or U.S. General Sherman. Note: smoke dischargers on side ofturret. 

l 

TWO RADIO MASTS, one "fishing rod" type, one "peg" type protrude 
from turret. Tank's drive comes from sprocket wheel in rear of track. 
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SAND GUARDS protect bogie wheels. The Crusader weighs 19tons,car
ries crew of five, can make 25 m.p.h. on roads, 23 m.p.h. cross country. 

ANGULAR TURRET helps deflect enemy projectiles. Crusader's speed 
comes from five large bogie wheels which touch track top and bottom. 



SOVIET 
T-34 IS GREAT 
FIGHTING TANK 

The T -34 medium tank is the backbone 
of all Soviet armored equipment. It is 

considered by the Germans who have 
fought against it to be the most formid
able tank in the Soviet arsenal. 

The T-34 first appeared after the start 
of the Russo-German war. Built by men 
who are considered among the top tank 
experts in the world, it represents some 
of the best features possible in a tank; a 
low silhouette, broad track plates for snow 
work, lack of protrusions by which tank 
destroyers can climb aboard. The T-34, in 
addition, is highly maneuverable, has ex
cellent fire power and high quality armor. 

RECOGNITION: Viewed from the front 
and sides the T -34 has a roughly triangular 
shape. It has a low silhouette, wide (24 in.) 
tracks and five large, Christie type bogie 
wheels. From the air it is recognizable by 
turret set well forward. Its long barrelled 
76.lt-mm. gun extends beyond tank nose. 

TOP OF TURRET opens forward only. The 
t urret has small cupola. The T-34 is 19 ft. 

T-34'5 TOP SPEED is 33 m.p.h. Because of her low, squat silhouette the tank can easily be dug into the ground, used as stationary pillbox. 

CAMOUFLAGED with white paint, T-34 operates in deep snow. In operation on all Russian fronts, the T-34 often carrie1> troops into battle. 

TURRET GUN has full360° traverse. Tank also has two 7.62 machine guns·. It carries a crew of three and has a maximum range of 200 miles. 

-
' 

tiiGH CLEARANCE under hull makes snow work easy for T-34. Lack of projections on plates eliminates possibility of snow clogging tracks. 
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ALL FIVE CREW MEN can be seen in this Mark IV. This tank has short barreled 
75-mm. gun, now being replaced. In addition, Mark IV's carry two machine guns. 

TANK TREADS and extra bogie wheels are piled onto hull of tank to give extra 
protection. The Mark IV has been used both in Africa and on the Russian front. 

SMALL BOGIE W H EELS, mounted in tandem, are prime recognition features. 
Note how long-barreled gun with muzzle brake extends well beyond tank's nose. 
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GERMAN 
RO MMEL MAINSTAY 

WA S T H E PZKW IV 

DOUBLE MUZZ LE BRAK E 

T he PzK w Mark IV is one of 
the most popular and effec

tive German tanks. Used widely 
by Rommel in Africa it has been 
a standby of Germany's me
chanized Army since 1940. 

Before the Mark VI or "Tiger" 
tank was introduced the IV was 
the heaviest German tank. It 
weighs 22 tons, is 19 ft. 4 in. 
long, 9 ft. 7~ in. wide, 8 ft. 6 in. 

high, has a 360° turret traverse and carries a crew of five. 
Its range is 100 miles. Mark IV was first used in France 
in 1940 and since then the gun and armor have been 
modified and the turret has been made more squat, re
sulting in a lower silhouette. The tank has had seven 
models, A to G. 

Originally the Mark IV had 30-mm. armor in front 
which was improved by adding an outer layer of 30-
mm. armor with an air space between to help deflect 
projectiles. This was improvised after tank was in 
action. Later a solid sheet of 50-mm. was used. The 
sides of the tank have 20 plus 20 mm., the turret QO 
plus 30.mm. 

The tank's armament varies. It can carry a short, 
thick-barreled 75-mm., now being replaced (see top left), 
a long barreled 75 or, in the Mark IV Special, a long 
barreled 75 with an oddly shaped double baffie muzzle 
brake (see inset). Muzzle brake disperses muzzle gases, 
cuts down recoil and reduces flash . 

Allied experts consider the Mark IV a good tank but 
inferior to the U. S. General Sherman. Tactically t he 
Germans are smart tankmen. They usually operate by 
proceeding slowly over the terrain, hillcrest to hillcrest. 
Sighting anything suspicious they lead onto it with their 
machine guns, then open up with their 75 if it looks like 
paydirt. They are clever at improvisation, often turning 
damaged tanks into assault artillery by using chassis as 
mobile gun mount. 

RECOGN ITION : l\Iost salient features of the Mark IV 
are eighl small bogie wheels and four return rollers, 
the angular slabsided turret with small round cupola. 
Noteworthy also are gun in its different lengths, muzzle 
brake and the odd horseshoe-shaped extension on turret. 
Radio mast is retractable, is mounted to right of t urret. 

FROM THE AIR Mark IV shows the small, round cupola, rear 
of turret. Beyond the cupola is a horseshoe-shaped extension. 

1 
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AMERICAN 
SHERMAN WAS BEST 

IN NORTH AFRICA 

With an impressive battle record behind it in Tu
nisia, the U.S. Army's medium tank, the M-4, is 

now operating in Sicily. Reports from the new front are 
as yet meager but it can be expected that the General 
Sherman will once more prove its fighting ability. 

The Sherman is actually five tanks; i.e. there are five 
models of it built by four different manufacturers, M-4 
to M-4-A4. They are generally similar except in minor 
details. In addition two types of hulls are used: cast and 
welded. The tanks shown on these pages are welded, ex
cept center right. Cast hulls are less angular, have 
rounded contours. The Sherman is well gunned, carrying 
a 75-mm. high velocity gun in a full traverse, power-op
erated turret, a .50-cal. machine gun for AA mounted 
on turret hatch and two .30-cal. machine guns, one in 
turret, one in hull. From 90 to 98 rounds of 75 ammu
nition is carried and 5,650 machine-gun rounds. 

The M-4 is 18 ft. 7 in. long, 8 ft. 7 in. wide and 9 ft. 
high. It weighs from 30 to 33 tons, can go from flfl to 
fl7 m. p. h. It carries a crew of five and has a maximum 
cruising radius of 150 to flOO miles. It has three pairs of 
small bogie wheels. The driving sprocket is in front, the 
idler in the rear. In addition to its guns, it also carries 
hand grenades, smoke and thermite grenades. Its radio 
mast is mounted on the left rear of the turret. The Sher
man was first introduced in the spring of 1942. 

Although the British had a few models of the General 
Sherman in North Africa earlier, the tank was first used 
in force when Montgomery's desert-wise Eighth Army 
broke through Rommel's lines at El Alamein and started 
on their victorious route to Tunisia. 

After their experience with the Sherman in North 
Africa the Germans have a high opinion of it. In fact, 
according to captured documents, it seems likely they 
already have plans to produce an imitation. 

RECOGNITION: Basically the General Sherman looks 
like no other tank in existence. Its turret is completely 
round, its lines are clean and not sharp and angular. The 
75-mm. gun projects beyond front of the tank. Twin
suspended bogie wheels in three pairs are characteris
tic. Painted on turret is a flO-in. white star and on the 
engine cover a 36-in. white star. Seen head-on the Sher
man is deep, full-bodied although actually it has well 
over 172-ft. clearance underneath hull. Seen from the 
air its most Qbvious characteristic is the rounded turret. 

ON STEEP HILLSIDE a General Sherman shows its great 
climbing ability. Note tank's deep-bellied look in front view. 

IN TANK TRAP on maneuvers an M-4 shows clearly its twin-suspended bogie 
wheels. Various models of the tank can cross trenches from 6 to 7,!1 ft. in width. 

PILOT'S EYE-VIEW of the General Sherman shows the rounded turret, prime 
recognition feature from air. Note that high velocity gun projects beyond tank. 
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HEAD-ON, MOSQUITO HAS TWO UNDERSLUNG NACELLES, MIDWING FUSELAGE ON SLENDER TAPERING WING. F"IN RISES HIGH ABOVE FUSELAGE 

--
THE MESSERSCHMIDT 210 IS LOW-WING PLANE WITH UNDERSLUNG NACELLES. ITS KEYHOLE-SHAPED FUSELAGE IS BI-SECTED BY TAILPLANE 

BROKEN LEADING EDGE AND ELLIPTICAL TAILPLANE MARK MOSQUITO 

ME-210 HAS LONG THIN FUSELAGE AND PROMINENT ENGINE NACELLES 

GRACEFUL CONTOURS OF" MOSQUITO FUSELAGE ARE UNMISTAKABLE 
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DON'T CONFUSE MOSQUITO 

WITH MESSERSCHMIDT 210 

The De Haviland Mosquito docs not look like the Messer
schmidt 210. They have been confused, but you will not do 

it if you appreciate their different lines, the way they "sit" in 
the air, their overall appearance. Though they have similarities, 
their personalities are entirely different. 

The Mosquito is a beautiful plane whose beauty has paid off 
in high performance. The Me-210, like so many German planes, 
is ugly but a good fighting craft. Both are used for similar mili
tary tasks: fighting, attack bombing, high-speed photographic 
reconnatssance. 

Recognitionally, the chief differences include the bulbous 
greenhouse of the Messerschmidt which makes a pronounced 
hump in both side and head-on views, while the Mosquito cock
pit fairs smoothly into the fuselage. In plan view, the main taper 
of the wing of the Mosquito is on the trailing edge, the Messer
schmidt wing tapers equally. The Mosquito's leading edge is a 
broken line; between the nacelles the radiators cause it to pro
ject farther forward than the outboard sections. The tail struc
tures also differ. The rudder on the Messerschmidt ends flush 
with the fuselage; on the Mosquito, the fuselage ~xtends to a 
point well beyond the rudder. 

Four models of the Mosquito are currently important for 
recognition. The earliest, Mark l, served as the prototype and 
required little modification. Later three specialized versions 
were developed. The Mark 2, the fighter model, has a solid nose 
in which the machine guns are mounted. The Mark 3 is used for 
operational training and Mark 4 is the unarmed day bomber. 
On the Mark 2, 3 and 4, nacelles project beyond trailing edge. 

FROM SIDE, FUSELAGE OF" ME-210 LOOKS LIKE AN AERIAL POLYWOG 



r 

QUIZ NO.2: FIGHTER TYPES OF NATIONS IN THE WAR 

For answers see p . 50 
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CARELESS "ENEMY" SURFACES BELOW PILOT PILOT DECIDES THE SWIRL IS SUSPICIOUS CIGAR SHAPE COMPLETES IDENTIFICATION 

"SIGHTED SUB, SANK WHALE" PILOTS GET NEW MEDALS 

Whales are peaceable mammals by na
ture. But like most other living crea

tures they are finding it impossible to es
cape the effects of the war. At first there 
were the escort ships to cope with. Many 
a whale got in the way of the sound 
beam. Corvettes, destroyers and PCs pur
sued them mercilessly with depth charges. 

Now the unfortunate beasts find it un
safe to come up for an occasional breath 
of air lest they meet an honorable member 
of the Royal Order of Whale Bangers. 

Historical records fail to identify the 
original whale bomber but nevertheless 
there are now enough pilots who have the 
distinction of wearing the medal (center) 
to place Whale Bangers on a par with 
Short Snorters and Caterpillars. 

The following is one of the latest case 
histories:" Recently, a naval pilot was fly-

Mll:OAL I~ PR!:;SI:;NTI!:O TO WHALI!: BOMBERS 

ing a Kingfisher observation scout plane 
on anti-sub patrol. In response to radio 
orders he sped to the spot from which 
a 'sub sighted' report had been flashed. 
Arriving there the pilot quickly located 

a suspicious swirl. There was no time for 
thoughtful identification. Going into a 
dive, the pilot released his depth charges. 
Direct hits, right on the target! 

"Dark objects bobbed up to the sur
face. A Coast Guard cutter arrived, her 
crew started dragging objects onto the 
cutter's deck. The anxious pilot signaled. 

"'What is it?' he asked. 
" 'Whale meat,' came the reply from 

the cutter, 'but good!' " 
The picture at the bottom of the op

posite page shows the difference between 
a feathering periscope and a feathering 
whale. However, when in doubt as to 
whether you are meeting an enemy sub
marine or a neutral whale, let the depth 
charges drop. Remember a whale filet 
looks like beef, tastes like beef and has 
the added advantage of being ~0 ft. long. 

PILOT DROPS OI!:PTH CHARGI!: ON ALLI!:GI!:D SUB SHOWN IN PICTURES AT TOP OF' PAGE'. PROUD PILOT WAS SURE HE HAD SCORI!:D A DIRI!:CT HIT 
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ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE ASSESSMENT BOARD GAVE THE RECONNAISSANCE PILOT CREDIT FOR ONE WHALE AND NO DAMAGE TO THE ENEMY 

SUB WAKE (ABOVE) IS LONGER THAN WHALE WAKE, MAKES A SINGLE WHITE LINE. WHALE STIRS UP WATER AT SIDES, LEAVES LITTLE WAKE 
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U. S. NAVAL VESSELS 

Here on these pages are silhouettes of 42 
classes of fighting ships of the U. S. Navy. 

Ranging in size from the huge battleship Iowa 
which stretches a majestic and deadly 887 ft. 
and d isplaces 45,000 tons to the old flush-deck 
destroyers of World War I vintage which ore 
only 3 14 ft. and displace 1, 190, these silhou-

ettes are drawn to accurate scale. Also in
cluded are two of the newest additions to the 
Navy's destroyer-escort class. 

A quick glance will tell the recognitionol 
characteristics of each class. By tracing the de
velopment within the broad types (i .e. battle
ships, cruisers, etc.) the changes in the g rouping 

PRIICIPAL COMBATAIT 
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of structures and the placing of guns can be 
seen. This chart, with each square equalling 
1 00 ft., also tells the relative size of each 
class. It con be taken out of the Journal and 
pinned up on a wall or bulkhead. It is hoped 
that in the near future scale silhouettes of all 
navies, both Allies and Axis, con be published. 

DIVISION OF NAVAl INTElliGENCE-IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERISTICS SECTION-JUl.Y, 1943 
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VAL, TOP JAP DIVE BOMBER, ATTACKS HORNET DURING SANTA CRUZ BATTLE. LATER, DIVING PLANE HIT HORNET'S ISLAND, CRIPPLED HER 

JAP AIR FORCE 
IN 22 MONTHS IT HAS PR,OVED A FORMIDABLE FOE 

On Dec. 7, 1941, the Japanese air 
forces played their trump card. In 

the attack on Pearl Harbor they dis
played their fighting temperament, they 
showed that they would risk any loss to 
inflict an appreciable amount of damage 
on the enemy. Such a philosophy of 
fighting is a paradox, at once a weakness 
and a strength. 

That part of the graphic material in this ar
ticle, as noted on certain pictures, is from the 
forthcoming manual ONI 232-Japanese 
Military Aircraft which is a standard 0 N I 
manual of similar character to those which 
have already been issued by the Division of 
Naval Intelligence on the navies of the world. 

most potent weapons in the war. They 
do not constitute an independent air 
force; instead, each of the services has 
its own air force. However, within each 
service the air arm plays a relatively 
large role. Thus the head of Naval Avia
tion Headquarters, who corresponds to 
our Deputy Chief of Naval Operations 
for Air, together with the Navy Minister 

For many years the Japanese were un-
derestimated. Their air power, in particular, was never followed 
closely enough in China. And, at the same time in China, it 
is likely that they withheld their best planes preferring to devel
op them secretly. Hence, when war started, we were at a loss. 
We did not understand the integral makeup of their air forces 
nor did we have enough respect for their planes or pilots. We 
know now that despite some fighting qualities we consider 
questionable (i.e. lack of individual initiative), the enemy is a 
skilful, daring flier. The equipment he fights with, though it 
seldom approaches the rigid standards of our air forces, does 
the job it is designed to do. 

Japan's aviation history began just before World War I, when 
several Army and Navy officers were sent to France to invest
igate the possibilities of aerial warfare. In 1919 an Aviation Sec
tion was set up in the War Office in Tokyo. In 1921 a British 
civil air mission brought flight instructors, engineers, designers 
and planes to Japan. Even at that early date the British were im
pressed with the Japanese approach to flying; it showed energy, 
ability and determination. In addition, the Japanese quickly · 
realized the immense potentialities of air power and explored 
every possibility. As early as Dec. 7, 1922 they commissioned 
their first aircraft carrier, the Hosho, and put plane catapults on 
warships. 

Today the Japanese air forces can be considered one of the 
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and the Chief of the Naval General Staff, 
constitutes the high command of the Japanese Navy. The head 
of Army Aviation Headquarters, with the War Minister and the 
Chief of the Army General Staff, constitutes, in a similar man
ner, the Army's high command. This increased recognition of the 
importance of air power resulted from the complete reorganiza
tion of both air forces which took place in 1942. 

The Japanese Army and Navy air forces are about the same 
size. The Army has fighters and bombers; the Navy has fight
ers, dive bombers, torpedo planes and long range patrol planes. 
A surprisingly small number of the Navy's planes are carrier 
based, and an exceptionally high number are land based. 

The functions of the Army air force are bombing, fighter pro
tection, close support of ground troops. The Navy handles long 
range bombing, reconnaissance, anti-shipping strikes and car
rier actions. On the whole the Navy is a better-trained, better
equipped force and has borne much of the brunt of the fighting 
in the South Pacific. The Army's role has been mainly support. 

Most important cog in the J ap air forces, and in every air fo_rce, 
is the individual pilot (see inset). In the case of Japan the pilot 
situation is a complex one. Of the first-line pilots only on~-fourth 
are commissioned officers, the res;t enlisted men. This division is 
further accentuated in the methods of training and in the com
bat results of that training. 

In Japan there are both Army and Navy training schools for 
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FLIGHT OF JAP PLANES OF "BETTY" TYPE COMES IN LOW OVER THE WATER ON A TORPEDO ATTACK AGAINST SHIPPING OFF GUADALCANAL 

fucrs and the course is long and thorough. On the whole, how
ever, little was known of Japanese training, either from the view
point of quantity or quality, before the war. Now it is believed 
that primary and intermediate lraining are conducted in Japan, 
while advanced operational training takes place in the field. 

The flight course differs for officers and enlisted pilots. Both 
undoubtedly get the same basic flight training but it appears 
that the enlisted men get less tactical training. Before a bombing 
flight, for example, only officers are briefed. The rest of the 
pilols on the mission make the flight "blind." 

Always anxious to secure results even at the cost of high losses, 
the flight flies over the target in close formation for a better 
bomb pattern despite anti-aircraft fire. On such a flight the com
missioned pilot leading the flight gives the signals to drop bombs, 
sometimes by blinker or wing-wagging. It is possible that only 
his plane is fully equipped with radio. In case he is shot down the 
flight is liable to disintegrate. 

Such disintegration has happened enough not to be unusual. 
On all com bat flights most of the pilots are trained to do a specific 
job and do it well. They will adhere to a plan and follow it 
through to completion or death. However, if anything goes awry 
with the plan the Japanese aviator does not 
have the initiative to work out an on-the
spot scheme of continuing the fight on his 
own. 

The J aps have fast, maneuverable fighters 
and they know how to use them. U.S. pilots 
have been able to out-fight them but the 
Japanese are determined, seasoned fighters. 
They are improving their planes constantly 
and building new ones which incorporate 
lessons already learned. (See Tony, Hap
pp. 30-31.) 

.... ·~ ..... 

sinkings of U.S. warships and merchant vessels. Lastly, the Jap
anese have worked out a good reconnaissance system and have 
stalked our task forces with remarkable skill. For details on each 
important Jap plane, see following pages. 

Losses have been high, but not crippling 

In task force operations, carrier-based planes are sometimes 
sent out late in the afternoon to attack the enemy which means 
risky night landings, losses through faulty navigation. The Japs 
may also, if absolutely necessary, send most of the fighters from 
a carrier beyond their fuel range to convoy a flight of dive bomb
ers and torpedo planes over their target. Again, this is the Jap
anese practice of paying a high price in men and materiel for 
results. 

Most Jap pilots follow the exact blueprint of a method once 
they have accepted it. They will attack time and again in the 
same way at the same hour day after day as they did at Guadal
canal despite the most shocking losses. Their lack of pilot individ
uality and their dogged acceptance of blind orders makes them 
as dangerous an opponent as it does a vulnerable one. When 
they do change their tactics they change them abruptly and 

with great originality. 
They have been hit hard by U.S. fliers 

and hurt badly, losing many hundreds of 
planes. But as yet there is no conclusive 
evidence that their airpower has been seri
ously cut. Their pilot losses have been heavy 
and some observers think we are now fight
ing the second team; but other U.S. fliers 
believe the Japs have not deteriorated, but 
rather that we have improved. 

Their dive bombers and high level bomb
ers are below U.S. par. Val, their first dive 
bomber, is not structurally strong enough 
for steep dives of long duration and was not 
even in production until 1939 after the 
German success in Poland. The most effec
tive use of Jap planes and pilots has been 
with the torpedo plane. The training period 
for torpedo combat crews is long and haz
ardous, has paid off well with successful 

TYPICALLY DETERMINED PILOT ties a 

It is estimated that the production rate 
of Japan's plane industry is considerably 
higher than it was expected to be. New 
types will have increased horsepower, bet
ter armament, better streamlining, self
sealing tanks, and possibly armor for the 
pilot. Though the Japanese are commonly 
accused of imitating the planes of other na
tions, it should be remembered that this does 
not necessarily indicate a weakness; they 
arc incorporating proven features and 
adapting them ingeniously to their own use. Rising Sun flag around head before combat. 
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LIKE MANY JAPANESE PLANES, TONY'S F"USELAGE TAPERS TO A SHARP CONE. NOTE THAT THE PLANE HAS A VERY LARGE AIRSCREW SPINNER 

HEAD-ON, Tony is a low-winged monoplane which resembles 
RAF's Hurricane. Note bulges underwings,almost towing tips, 

DIVING, Tony shows high tail structure. Below, from quarter 
view the dihedral of the wings from the wing roots can he seen. 

TONY 
IS NEW JAP FIGHTER PLANE 

T he first Japanese fighter plane to be equipped with an in-line, liquid
cooled engine has recently appeared in the combat areas of the Pa

cific. Listed operationally as Tony, the combat data on the plane (speed, 
rate of climb, service ceiling, armament, possible armor, etc.) has not 
yet been released. Nor has the plane's primary function been estab
lished. Because of the bulges, visible in the pictures to the left, on the 
lower surface of the wings, there are two possibilities. 

First, the plane might be a long range fighter equipped with jettison
able gas tanks; second, these bulges might well be light, anti-personnel 
bombs which would make the plane's main job ground attack. 

Little is known at the present time about Tony. However, as soon as 
more reports from the field come in, the Journal will endeavor to put 
Tony into its proper niche in the Japanese scheme of combat. 

RECOGNITION: Tony's wing has the same general outline as Zeke's 
(seep. 33). The wings have a dihedral from the roots with a nearly equal 
taper on both surfaces. The wing tips are rounded. Tony's fuselage 
tapers to a cone aft, somewhat like Germany's Heinkel 113. From a 
head-on view, Tony looks something like the RAF's Hawker Hurricane. 

Dl RECTL Y OVERHEAD, Tony shows its resemblance to both the Heinkelll3 
in the general contour of its fuselage and to Zeke by the outline of the wing. 



HAP LOOKS LIKE GRUMMAN PLANES BUT HAS THINNER, MORE TAPERED FUSELAGE. 

HAP 
FIGHTER IS IMPROVED ZERO 

Hap, the newest Jap fighter plane, is an improved model of Zeke. In 
fact, it is Zeke with the following changes: 1) it has squared-off 

wing tips which give it a 3-ft. shorter wing span than Zeke; 2) engine 
cowling has smaller diameter; 3) airscoop is atop cowling instead of be
low like Zckc's ; 4) it has shorter ailerons; and 5) has a new engine with 
100 more h.p. 

Hap is widely used in the South and Southwest Pacific both as a land
based and carrier-based plane. Like many Jap planes it is light with no 
pilot armor or self-sealing gas tanks. Its low wing loading gives it great 
maneuverability. The use of square wing tips might possibly be a pro
duction expediency. 

Hap's all-around flying abilities arc greater than Zekc's. Her max
imum speed is 350 m.p.h. at 17,000 compared to Zeke's 328 at 16,000 ft.; 
however their rates of climb are about equal. 

RECOGNITION: Square wing tips which might easily lead to mistak
ing Hap for a Grumman plane. The wings are evenly tapered. It has 
same fuselage appearance as Zeke with a high-set cockpit enclosure. 
Wings have pronounced dihedral, with the greater taper on trailing edge. 

HAP'S LANDING GEAR retracts inward towards the fuselage of the plane ; 
tail wheel also retracts. The plane's span is 36 ft. 6 in.; its length is!!9 ft. 8 in. 

HUMPBACK COCKPIT enclosure is typical of Zero models. 
Note the stubby radio mast projecting aft of the greenhouse. 



FROM ONI 232-.IAPANI:SIE MILITARY AIRCIIA" 

F'IGURE EIGHT PATTERN of a model of Rufe in flight gives a clear 
idea of what the plane looks like in various attitudes of flight. For a 

float plane Rufe is remarkably fast (279 m.p.h.) and has high maneu
verability. Rufe may occasionally carry small bombs under her wings. 

I 
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RUFE 
JAP FLOAT FIGHTER EFFECTIVE 

T he third Zero used by the Japanese is a single-engine float plane known as 
Rufe. Rufe is basically the same plane as Zeke with the addition of a single 

float. Rufe can operate from seaplane tenders or from island bases. 
Many float Zeros are based at Rekata Bay in the Solomons area and around 

the Shortlands just below Bougainville. They have been used largely as defensive 
fighters rising to combat only when their bases or near-by concentrations have 
been attacked. Ordinarily their function is reconnaissance work close to their 
base of operations. They prey on lone U. S. patrol planes. Rufe has also been re
ported in the Aleutian theater. 

In combat Rufe is very maneuverable and is considered to be an excellent float 
fighter. It has fired explosive 20-mm. shells which indicates that the armament is 
probably the same as Zeke's: two 7.7-mm. machine guns mounted in the fuselage 
and two 20-mm. guns in the wings. 

RECOGNITION: Prime recognition feature is long single float under the fuselage 
attached by two large £aired struts. Almost one third of the float extends be
yond nose. Plane's fuselage has the same general outlines as Zeke's. There are 
two small outboard stabilizing floats, each fitted to the wings by faired struts. 

RUF'E'S CLEAN LINES show clearly in head-on view of model. 
Note that cockpit projects from fuselage almost as high as tail. 

PLAN VIEW OF' RUF'E shows great forward thrust of the single float. Rufe 
uses a Nakajima 14-cylinder, air-cooled, radial engine with 955 horsepower. 
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ZEKE IS TRIM, clean-lined plane with a service ceiling of 38,500 ft. The 
rounded wing tips unhinge~ ft. from end, fold up for stowage aboard carrier. 

ZEKE'S SPEED is 3~8 m. p. h. at 16,000. Flying high cover for 
bombers it sometimes flies well above, does wing-overs and loops. 

Z·EKE 
ONE OF JAPAN'S BEST FIGHTERS 

O ne of the most widely used Jap planes is Zeke, a carrier-borne Zero, Mark 1. 
Because it has been used in all combat areas in the Pacific theater of war it 

is one of the best known planes in the Japanese arsenal. This single engine, low
wing monoplane has been encountered in numbers on all Pacific fronts, is noted 
as a fast, highly maneuverable fighter. It has a metal skin with smooth flush 
riveting which gives it a clean appearance. 

The pictures of Zeke on this page were made in the U.S. when a crashed plane, 
captured in the Alaskan campaign, although severely damaged, was restored and 
flight-tested by the Navy. When operating from carriers, Japanese dive and tor
pedo bombers are usually provided with strong cover of Zeke fighters. A sharp 
lookout for Zeke should be kept by carrier pilots and anti-aircraft crews, also by 
land-based pilots in the South Pacific and Aleutians. 

RECOGNITION: Wings have a pronounced dihedral and moderate taper. Fuse
lage is oval-shaped, tapers to cone. Landing gear and tail wheel retract. High
set transparent cockpit enclosure. Fin and tudder have round top, pronounced 
taper on leading edge, slight taper on trailing edge. Zeke has round nose with 
medium large spinner. Air scoops for oil cooler, carburetor show below cowling. 

I 
A 

-----------~-~--------

LAST SUMMER, flown by aU. S. Navy pilot, Zeke crossed the coun
try from California to Anacostia without once being reported by a plane 

spotter. Although the plane did wear a white star for safety's sake, its 
unusual shape should have made it an easy "spot" for alert observers. 
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OSCAR 

THIS PLANE HAS FOUGHT IN 

BURMA, CHINA AND PACIFIC 

O ne of the most wi~ely used Japanese fighter planes is Oscar, 
known as the Type I. Oscar's fighting experience has been 

widespread over all theaters in ~he Pacific and Asiatic areas. It is 
slower than the later Japanese types, having a maximum speed of 
317 m.p.h. at 16,000 ft. 

It is believed that there might be a later version of Oscar in oper
ation fitted with a two-speed supercharger which might increase 
the maximum speed to about 350 m.p.h. at 20,000 ft . 

A new version of Oscar has a more powerful engine and has 
Fowler-type flaps which increase wing area making the plane more 
maneuverable. It is the first known Japanese fighter on which an 
attempt has been made to use self-sealing gas tanks. The attempt, 
however, has not been a success since it is not effective against 
.50-cal. bullets. Oscar should be watched for by fighters and bomb
ers and, since it might be used for ground attacks, by anti-aircraft 
crews. 

RECOGNITION: Oscar is a single engine, low-wing monoplane. It 
has a 14-cylinder, twin row, air-cooled, radial power plant. The 
wing's leading edges are straight, the trailing edges are tapered 
and tips rounded. Oscar's cockpit enclosure is high-set, transpar
ent. Fin is large with straight leading edge and rounded top; rud
der is rounded and extends to bottom of fuselage. Elevators have V
shaped cut-out for rudder movement. Landing gear is retractable. 

FROM ONI 232-JAPANESE MILITARY AIRCRAFT 

OSCAR'S SLENDER FUSELAGE ENDS FLUSH WITH THE RUDDER. NOTE THE CHARACTERISTIC HIGH-SET, SLAB-SIDED COCKPIT ENCLOSURE 
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NATE IS SLOW BUT IS HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE AIRPLANE AND HAS A VERY GOOD RATE OF" CLIMB. IT CAN CLIMB TO 20,000 F"T. IN 7.4 MINUTES 

NATE 
FIRST USED IN 1937, NATE 

IS STILL ON LIMITED DUTY 

N ate is on_e of Japan_'s oldest fighter model~, was introduced in 
1937. Smce then 1t has seen much service as a fighter and 

ground attack plane in China, Burma and the Pacific. 
For a fighter it is slow, making only a maximum speed of 284 

m.p.h. at 13,000. It has no armor and carries its gas tanks in the 
wing roots. It sometimes carries jettisonable tanks attached to the 
wings. These tanks are half-egg shaped. Although Nate is an old 
plane it is considered to be highly maneuverable and easy to fly. 
Like many Jap planes it usually carries no radio but sometimes has 
a two-way radio telephone. 

RECOGNITION: Nate is single engine, low-wingmonoplane. Wings 
have straight taper to rounded tips and large wing-root fillets. Note 
that some models have open cockpit, others have closed cockpit. 
Fin is large with straight leading edge, rudder has curved trailing 
edge. The landing gear is fixed, has a single strut and wheel spats. 

NATE, IN HEAD-ON VIEW, LOOKS A LITTLE LIKE THE DIVE BOMBER, VAL 

------·~-----------1 I 
t t 

THE COCKPIT IS HIGH, HAS TRANSPARENT FAIRING BEHIND PILOT 
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CRIPPLED. VAL plunges in flames toward the sea. Elliptical wing and 
tailplane and slender landing gear help identify Val in the view above. 
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VAL 1 & 2 
JAP DIVE BOMBERS ATTACK 

TARGET AT SHALLOW ANGLES 

T he dive bomber, latest addition to Jap plane types, was first 
adopted by the Japanese after the German successes in 

Poland and The Netherlands. Val, Mark 1, the first Jap dive 
bomber, was used in the attack on Pearl Harbor. 

Val is an effective but not exceptional plane. It is used in 
rather shallow dives, 50 degrees being the customary angle. 
Short dives of 70 degrees are possible but are not usually at
tempted. 

Nine, 18 or 27 Vals may attack at once, coming in at 18,000 
ft. and gliding to a push-over at 6,000. Pilots push the attack 
home with determination; they will even crash the plane into 
the target to make a hit. They like to come in from up-sun, from 
direction of lowest visibility, or in line of weakest anti-aircraft 
fire. The bridge or the central anti-aircraft fire director is the 
favorite target. 

RECOGNITION: Val has fixed landing gear with large faired 
struts and wheel spats, is a single engine, low-wing monoplane. 
Greenhouse stands out prominently centered over wing. Wings 
are elliptical with sharply rounded tips. Fin has long fairing ex
tended well forward on the fuselage. 

Val Mark 2 (see below, right) is a new model of Val. It has a 
more powerful engine and a longer cockpit enclosure £aired 
smoothly into the fuselage. A large spinner has been added to 
the plane's nose. The vertical tail surfaces, which are not so broad 
fore and aft as those of Val 1, resemble stack of wheat straw. 

EVEN IN BLURRED OUTLINE, long fairing on fin, greenhouse and 
dive brakes make Val easily recognizable. Its fin and rudder stand out. 



VAL F'LIES IN THREES or multiples of three, dives at less than 340 
m.p.h. at intervals as low as 5 seconds. Like mostJap planes it is an ag-

SECOND VERSION of this Japanese dive bomber has improved per
formance, cleaner lines. Chief recognitional differences are streamlined 

glomeration of features from other planes: fixed landing gear and pro
nounced dihedral from Stuka, fuselage shape from U. S. Navy planes. 

cockpit and narrower rudder. Though Val 2 still has no armor or fuel 
tank protection, construction may be sturdier to stand steeper dives. 
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KATE'S LANDING GEAR FOLDS INWARD FLUSH WITH FUSELAGE 

KATE 
POTENT JAP WEAPON IS 

THIS TORPEDO BOMBER 

T orpedo bombing is the favorite Japanese form of attack 
on Allied shipping. The do-or-die nature of the attack 

and the devastation caused by successful torpedo runs 
have a great appeal to the Japanese spirit. The long, hard 
training of the pilots who fly these planes has paid off heav
ily as the Pearl Harbor wreckage will testify. Land-based 
medium bombers are often used, but the only operational 
carrier-based torpedo plane is Kate. 

RECOGNITION: Kate was developed from our · TBD 
which it very much resembles. Snap recognition is difficult, 
so close attention must be paid to points of difference. 
Kate's wings taper on both edges; the TBD has a straight 
leading edge with a slight projection close to the fuselage. 
TBD's greenhouse fairs into fuselage; Kate's has straight 
upper surface. Trailing edge of TBD rudder has a full curve. 

I 

--------- -~- --------
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KATE MAY APPROACH SHIP PARALLEL TO LINE OF" BEARING, TURN SHARPLY 



WHEN ABREAST OF SHIP. TORPEDO IS SLUNG BELOW FUSELAGE 

JAKE 
FLOAT DIVE BOMBER ,SEEN 

IN ENTIRE PACIFIC AREA 

Jake was originally thought to be a float version of Val, 
the standard Jap dive bomber. Recent photographs have 

shown it to be a different plane. Jake carries a bomb load of 
about 480 lb.-two 140-lb. bombs being carried in the bomb 
bay, and two 100-lb. bombs on outboard racks. 

RECOGNITION: The confusion between Jake and Val be
comes very understandable when pictures of the two planes 
are placed next to each other. They are very similar. Each 
has an elliptical wing, but the leading edge on Jake is some
what straighter. The vertical tail surfacesarethesameshape, 
but Val's rudder has a long, low fin fairing into the fuselage. 



DAVE IS ARMED with three 7.7-mm. machine guns, two fixed and 
one flexible. For short runs it can carry up to 500 lb. of bombs though 

the usual bomb load is two 132-pounders. However, its guns are only 
protective armament; bombing is secondary to its reconnaissance work. 
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DAVE 
THIS EARLY SCOUT PLANE HAS 

MADE AN EXCELLENT RECORD 

T he reconnaissance system of the Japanese Naval Air Force is 
second only to its torpedo bombing in efficiency. With patrol 

planes flying in patterns from a long string of bases from the Empire 
to New Guinea, their lines of supply are protected from surprise at
tacks by our surface craft and bombing squadrons. 

As an offensive measure, the Japanese have developed great skill 
in ship shadowing. When Allied shipping is discovered by the land
based planes or by Jap submarines, a shadow plane is sent out to follow 
the ship just out of visual range, the plane being able to follow the 
ship by its smoke or wake. Thus the reconnaissance plane can main
tain a report on the ship's position until the bombers can attack. As 
the bombers approach, the "shadow" often makes a real or simulated 
bombing run on the ship to distract AA fire from the real attack which 
is forming in another direction. 

Dave is one of the older scouts in the Jap Air Fleet. It is becoming 
obsolete and Pete (see opposite) is replacing it. It is still active enough, 
however, to warrant recognitional attention. 

RECOGNITION: The swept-back upper wing, the prominent nose 
cowling and the N-struts between the wings will help identify Dave. 
Engine cowling is short, not faired into fuselage. Dave is launched from 
a warship catapult o it may be found in entire Western Pacific area. 



FROM ONI 232-.IAPANI:IE MILITARY AIRCMI'T 

CLEAN LINES and elimination of some external struts are made pos
sible by Pete's stressed-skin construction. This makes it easy to distin-

guish from Dave or such other operational biplanes as the British Alba
core. Dave and Pete are Japan's chief operational single-float biplanes. 

PETE 
NEW SINGLE-FLOAT BIPLANE 

HUNTS DOWN ALLIED SHIPS 

T he Japanese Navy has based a great deal of its air strategy on the 
use of warship and tender-based float planes. Before they built any 

carriers, catapults were installed on their larger warships and a num
ber of cargo ships were converted to use as seaplane tenders. Though 
float planes like Pete and Dave (opposite) have a limited range, they 
are given great strategic mobility by the range of their ship bases. In 
this regard, the Japanese fondness for diminutive ingenious devices 
has found expression in two small float planes, Slim and Glen, which 
are believed to be based on submarines. 

It is expected that Pete will eventually replace Dave for this sort of 
naval reconnaissance. In its appearance and performance, it is a more 
modern airplane. Its lines are cleaner; fewer external struts are used, 
it is more powerful. These improvements are reflected in better per
formance. Pete is about 50 m.p.h. faster than Dave and has a ceiling 
of over 33,000 ft. as against 20,000 ft. for the older plane. Pete's 
climbing speed more than doubles that of Dave. The range of both is 
about the same. 

RECOGNITION: Since few single-float biplanes are currently used 
by the Allies, Pete and Dave are easily spotted as enemies. Ellipti
cal wings and cowling faired into barrel-type fuselage differentiate be
tween them. Closer view shows single wing strut, heavy float strut. 
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NELL, like most of the Japanese bombing planes, usually appears in flights of 
three or multiples of three. They hold to a close formation over the target, 
both to form a tight bomb pattern and to assure that the enlisted pilots 
can see the flight leader's signals. Only the leader knows the full flight plan. 

NELL 
DUAL-PURPOSE BOMBER 

HAS TAKEN HEAVY TOLL 

N ell is one of the planes known to the soldiers and Ma
rines on Guadalcanal as Washing Machine Charlie. 

Every night on schedule it-made nuisance raids on Hender
son Field, dropped bombs. Early in the Malayan campaign, 
Nell did its greatest service to our enemies when it de
stroyed the British warships Prince of Wales and Repulse 
in an intense high-level and torpedo bombing attack. 

Though Nell is reported to have been developed from the 
Ju-86, there is little resemblance aside from the angular 
outlines favored by the Junkers' designers. This is in line 
with other Japanese imitations. They have not blindly 
copied a foreign operational type but have improved and 
adapted the plane to their tactics. 

By European and American standards, Nell does not 
have very high performance. Its top speed of 230 m.p.h. 
is well below our be:>t medium bombers. It has a service 
ceiling of 24,800 ft. and a maximum bomb load of 2,200 lb. 
or one 1,760-lb. torpedo. It has two fixed 7.7-mm. machine 
guns in the nose, three in single mounts in top and side 
blisters, one in both the tail and the belly. A 20-mm. cannon 
is mounted in the top turret. 

RECOGNITION: Nell has several marked features of 
recognition. l\1ost prominent of these is the upper surface 
of the fuselage which is broken by a round astrodome and 
hump-shaped gun blister. Unlike other Jap medium bomb
ers, Nell has staggered side blisters. The lower surface of 
the fuselage is broken just aft of the trailing edge to form 
a slight step. This might cause confusion with the Mar
tin Baltimore but the likeness is otherwise meager. The 
wheels are retractable into the engine nacelles but are 
not completely enclosed. Both the main and tailplanes, as 
well as the twin fin and rudder, are very angular in ap
pearance. The greatest taper is on the wing trailing edge. 



INTERMEDIATE STAGE OF" SALLY, MARK 1, HAS ONE STINGER MACHINE GUN IN THE TAIL. IN SALLY, MARK 2, A TOP TURRET HAS BEEN ADDED. 

SALLY 
NEW LAND-BASED 

BOMBER IS ACTIVE 

IN BURMA, CHINA 

J apanese bombing squadrons are now 
being augmented by new models of 

this fast medium bomber. All are gener
ally similar to the planes shown on these 
pages but continual improvements are be
ing made in performance and armament. 

Sally, Mark 1, is still the chief opera
tional type, but the Mark ~ is appearing 
in sufficient numbers to make it a highly 
important plane. The Mark ~ is slightly 
larger than the Mark 1, is 40 m.p.h. fast
er, and has about 6,000 ft. additional ceil
ing. A turret mounting a 12.7-mm. gun 
has been added at the rear end of the 

greenhouse. This gun replaces two of 
the plane's normal complement of seven 
7.7-mm. guns. The Mark~ has a stinger 
in the tail. 

RECOGNITION: Sally has a super
ficial resemblance to the. Douglas A-~0, 
but can be differentiated from it by the 
tail structure. Sally is also somewhat 
larger and much slower. Elliptical wing 
tips give both the main and tailplanes a 
very clean appearance. The most pro
nounced taper is on the trailing edge of 
the wing and leading edge of the tail
plane. Dihedral starts close to wing root. 

-----..t .. ~ 

HIGH-LEVEL BOMBING is considered by the Japanese to be the least effec
tive sort of attack. Hence, bombers like Sally are also used in torpedo runs. 
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GLASS ENCLOSURE for bombardier projects beyond engine nacelles. Green
house is separated type with solid section between pilot's seat and top turret. 

CHARACTERISTIC STEP in bottom of fuselage holds machine gun for pro
tection against attacks from below.l,500-lb. bomb load is carried in bomb bay. 
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LILY 
ARMY BOMBER APPEARS 

IN CHINA AND BURMA 

This medium bomber has been known to exist for 
some time, but it has seen little combat until recent 

operations in China and Burma. It is used as a medium 
bomber and a reconnaissance plane. :Lily has been com
pared with the Martin Baltimore and British Blenheim 
bombers. The differences between Lily and these planes 
should be studied carefully. 

RECOGNITION: Though the resemblance between Lily 
and the A-30, or Baltimore, at first seems quite marked; 
the differences are equally prominent. Both planes have 
transparent noses and prominent bomb bays but Lily's 
engine nacelles are small and underslung, the A-30's large 
and centrally mounted. Lily's fuselage is almost round; 
the A-30, deep and narrow. Sharp taper on the stabilizer's 
leading edge and large fillets on wing distinguish Lily. 

SIDE VIEW of the plane shows clearly the deep-bellied bomb 
bay which extends well beyond the end of the cockoit enclosure. 



BETTY IS SHORE-BASED Naval plane used for much Jap high-level 
and torpedo bombing in the Southwest Pacific. It usually appears in 

flights of nine or 27 planes. The plane above was shot down when the 
pilot tried to suicide crash his damaged plane into one of our carriers. 

BETTY 
HAS FIRST ATTEMPT AT ARMOR 

In Betty, fast medium high-level and torpedo bomber, the Japanese 
are now incorporating light armor for the tail gunner and rubber 

shields for the fuel tanks. Both are relatively ineffective but indicate 
a break with the Jap idea that all planes and men are expendable. 

RECOGNITION : Betty has a unique cigar-shaped fuselage with 
glass enclosures at both ends. The tail surfaces look light against the 
bulk of the fuselage. Gun blisters are built at the rear of the green~ 
house and on the sides just aft of the t railing edge of the wing. Both 
the main and tail plane are double-tapered, have smoothly rounded tips. 

ROU NDED TRIANGULAR FIN rides high on the fuselage. Wheel is forward 
of tail assembly. Note indentation under fuselage which is open bomb bay. 

~ 

-------~~-~-~~-------
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DINAH'S GREENHOUSE IS LONG, EXTENDS HALF" THE LENGTH OF" FUSELAGE. DINAH CARRIES TWO MEN ON SCOUTING AND BOMBING MISSIONS 

DINAH 
TWO-PLACE ARMY RECON PLANE 

Dinah, a two-engine, low-wing mono
plane, is used for photographic re

connaissance missions and can be used 
as a fighter. Though designed prima
rily to do special reconnaissance work 
it is quite likely that Dinah is capable 
of other jobs. Specifically, it might 
be equipped for bombing missions or 
for ground attacks against troops. 

Dinah may carry one 20-mm. can
non and two 7.7-mm. machine guns in 
fuselage, firing forward. Two more 7.7-
mm. machine guns may be located in 
cockpit. Dinah's engines are probab
ly 14-cylinder, air-cooled radials which 

produce assumed horsepower of 1,060. 
The plane has good speed at high 

altitude (324 m.p.h. at 17,000 ft.) and 
good rate of climb (3.2 minutes to 10,-
000 ft.) for a reconnaissance plane. It is 
believed that Dinah may alsu be the 
fighter known as Type 45, Nick. 

RECOGNITION: A twin engine, low 
wing monoplane with deep, narrow 
fuselage, sharply pointed nose. Wings 
taper sharply, taper is more pronounced 
on trailing edge. Wing tips are rounded. 
Single fin and rudder with angular top. 
Leading edge of the fin is sloped. Re
tractable landing gear and tail wheel. 

DINAH RESEMBLES Germany's Me-110 except for the single fin and 
rudder. It carries no armor, has no sell-sealing gas tanks. The sketches 

of Dinah on this page were made from combat reports, therefore they 
differ in detail. A Jap prisoner recognized them immediately as Dinah. 
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MAZE OF STRUTS SUPPORTING THE PARASOL WING AND BOTH TAIL SURFACES QUICKLY IDENTIFY MAVIS. NOTE ALSO FIXED WING FLOATS 

MAVIS 
TOP JAPANESE 

PATROL PLANE 

Mavis, Japan's biggest airplane and its 
chief four-motored plane current

ly operational, can fly over 5,000 miles 
when equipped with auxiliary fuel tanks 
and carrying no bomb load. This flying 
boat is in wide use and should be looked 
for over all western Pacific waters as well 
as in the Aleutians. Since it can be re
fueled from a mother ship, it can range 
the entire Pacific Ocean. After Dec. 7, 

Mavis was frequently seen near Midway. 
Mavis has also been used as a hori

zontal and torpedo bomber and at least 
once attacked one of our patrol planes. 
The plane carries a maximum bomb load 
of 3,300 lb. or two 1, 760-lb. torpedoes. 

RECOGNITION: The external bracing 
on the very long wing is an obvious tell
tale. The centrally located wing floats 
and small vertical tail surfaces also help. 

TAIL TURRET AND TOP TURRET just forward oftailguardagainstrear 
attacks. Plan view (left) shows long straight wing, tailplane center section. 
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QUIZ NO. 3: HEAVY PLANES USED FOR VARIOUS MISSIONS 

For" answers seep. 50 
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QUIZ NO. 4: BATTLESHIPS, THE WAR'S HEAVIEST WEAPONS 

F"or answers see p. 50 
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NEWS & MISCELLANY 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Cornments relative to recognition rnateri
al contai'l!ed in the ,Journal will be pub
lished if of general interest. Inquiries as 
to rnateriala, sources, methods, etc. will 
be accepted. Such communications should 

NEWS 
According to the latest information available 
the enemy aircraft likely to be encountered 
over the United Kingdom are as follows: 

PROBABLE POSSIBLE UNLIKELY 

Ju-88 Do-17 Ju-52 
Do-217 He-177 He-115 
He-ll1 Ju-86 Do-18 
Me-410 Me-110 FW-200 
FW-190 Do-24 
Me-109G BV-138 

In flying over continental Europe other planes 
may be encountered and new planes should al
ways be expected. 

Halifaxes may now be seen with three dif
ferent types of noses. The first modification, 
Halifax II, has the nose turret removed and 
the lines curved down from the pilot's wind
screen to the bomb aimer's position. The sec
ond modification has a remodelled nose some
what similar to that of the Hampden and 
mounts a single hand-operated 4-gun dorsal 
turret Vickers machine gun. 

The Spitfire V may now be seen with square 
clipped wings which reduce the span from 
36' 10" to 32'2" and increase the maneuvera
bility. 

Minor changes may be noted in the Port
land Class (U.S.-CA). The mainmast has 
been changed from stick to tripod and moved 
just forward of the afterstack. 

The Japanese destroyer class hitherto listed 
as Jap-Un-One (see ONI 41-42) is now prop
erly titled the Teratsuki Class. 

The French aircraft carrier, Bearn CVI, has 
a verydistinctiveappearanceforan island type 
aircraft carrier. From the air it has a wide 
flight deck with narrower, tapering bow and 

QUIZ ANSWERS 
QUIZ NO.1 30. AT-6A 

31. Master II 
1. Halifax 32. Me-109 
2. Lancaster 33. Me-109E 
3. Mitchell 34. Wellington II 
4. Sunderland 35. Wellington 
5. Do-24 36. F4F 
6. Wellington II 37. Battle 
7. Battle 38. Liberator 
8. Halifax 39. Audax 

40. A-20 
41. Battle 

9. Boeing 2470 
10. Me-109E 
11. Stirling 42. Hurricane 
12. Hurricane 43. Master II 
13. AT-6A 44. Airacobra 
14. Moth Minor 45. P-40 
15. Lancaster 46. Airacobra 
16. Me-108 "TAl FUN" 47. AT-6A 
17. Anson 48. A-20 
18. Condor 49. AT-6A 
19. Ju-88 50. F4F 
20. Harrow 51. Master II 
21. Ju-52 52. A-20 
22. Airacobra 53. Battle 

54. F4F 
55. Me-109 
56. Master 
57. Beaufighter 

23. GAC Monospar 
24. Spitfire 
25. Whitley 
26. Fairchild 28W 
27. Battle 58. P-51 
28. AT-6A 59. Liberator 
29. P-51 60. P-51 
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be addressed to the Recognition Sub-Sec
tion of Gunnery Training, Bureau of Aer
onautics, Navy Department, Washing
ton, D. C., and should be signed with the 
name, title and activity of the writer. 

stern extensions. The taper to the stern end of 
the deck is unusually sharp. Sections of the 
deck fold up when raising or lowering aircraft 
to hangar spaces. 

SOURCE MATERIAL 
Official list of recognition publications in use 
by the U. S. Navy: 

Joint Army-Navy Pictorial Manual 
Recognition Instructor's Handbook 

SPECIAL DEVICES 
Device 51-lla- Recognition Posters 

ONI- (RESTRICTED PUBLICATIONS) 
201 British Naval Vessels 
.'i4-R U. S. Naval Ships and Aircraft 
203 French Naval Vessels 
220-M Axis Submarine Manual 
249 Japanese Aircraft Manual 
204 German Naval Vessels 
41--42 Japanese Naval Vessels 
223 Ship Shapes- Anatomy and Types 

of Naval Vessels 
206 Warships of the Minor European 

Navies 
202 Italian Naval Vessels 
222 Statistical Data on Navies 
223-K Warships in Code 
209 Confidential- July 5, 1943 
225-J Japanese Landing Operations 

ONI CHARTS 
A-1-43 
B-1-43 
1-1-43 

U. S. Army Aircraft 
British Aircraft 
Italian Aircraft 

J-1-43 Japanese Aircraft 
N-1-43 U. S. Navy Aircraft 
G-1-43 German Aircraft 
GF-1-43 Minor German Aircraft and French 

Aircraft under German control 
Photo File No. 1-U. S. Naval Vessels 

61. AT-6 2. SM-79 
62. F4F 3. Marauder 
63. P-51 4. Nell 
QUIZ NO.2 

1. Me-109 
2. Thunderbolt 
3. Barracuda 
4. Lightning 
5. Typhoon 
6. Hurricane 
7. Zero 
8. Ju-88 
9. Nate 

10. Mosca 
11. Ju-88 
12. Hurricane 
13. Spitfire 
14. Mustang 

5. Mosquito 
6. Beaufort 
7. Halifax 
8. Stirling 
9. Mariner 

10. Cant Z-1007 bis 
(Modified) 

11. Mitchell 
12. Sally 
13. Commando 
14. He-111 
15. Skymaster 
16. Liberator 
17. Lancaster 
18. Ju-52 

15. Rufe 
16. Corsair 
17. Macchi 202 
18. Mustang 
19. Warhawk 
20. Airacobra 
21. Wildcat 
22. Fiat G -50 
23. Focke-Wulf 190 
24. Beaufighter 
QUIZ NO.3 

QUIZ NO.4 
1. King George Class 
2. Tennessee Class 
3. Gneisenau-

Germany 
4. Iowa Class 
5. Tirpitz- Germany 
6. New York Class 
7. Richelieu - France 
8. Kongo Class 
9. South Dakota Class 

1. Coronado 10. Iowa Class 

Photo File No. 2- Japauese Naval Vessels 
Pictorial Manual, Instructor's Handbook 

and Special Devices posters may be ob
tained only through regular channels ad
dressed to the Chief of the Bureau of Aero
nautics. ONI publications may be requested 
from the Office of Naval Intelligence, Mail 
and Despatch Section, Navy Department, 
Washington, D. C. 

TEACHING AIDS 
Many variations of teaching procedures are 
found at different Naval activities through
out the country in connection with Recogni
tion Training. Many of these are suitable 
only to local conditions but such novel meth
ods of presenting subject matter help to "pep 
up" the instructional program. 

NAS, Jacksonville, in practicing knowl
edge of ship recognition, places models on a 
blue painted table in a room around which is 
a balcony. Students ti.~n view this table from 
the balcony, thus getting a simulated long
range aerial view of an· ocean scene. Another 
technique is to hang models on wires so con
trolled by pulleys so that the plane may be 
moved into view at a fairly rapid rate and in 
flight positions. A similar method is used at 
the Gunnery School at Yellow Water. 

NAS, Corpus Christi, Texas, reports that 
wide use is made of balloptican~ equipped 
with flashmeters so that new material not 
yet used in slides can not only be projected 
but also can be used in connection. with-other. 
flash material. In order to solve the problem 
of using a projector and a blackboard in the 
same room at the same time, they have set up 
a system of screened lights so that their 
blackboards are illuminated while the re
mainder of the room is in sufficient darkness 
for projection. 

NOTE on opposite cover are two 
: Soviet planes to be added to 

the already issued Joint Army-Navy Pictorial 
Manual. This page, and subsequent addi
tions, are to be cut along dotted lines and 
inserted in the Manual. Three black dots 
mark the point of perforations. 
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STATE 
U.S.S.R. 

PROMINENT STRUT ' 
HOUSING 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: Single inline engine, 
low-wing monoplane. Wing has pronounced taper and 
trailing edge fairs into fuselage. Prominent fairings 
for landing gear beneath wings. Fuselage has rather 
long nose and pointed spinner. Radiator beneath fus
elage. Cockpit canopy sits on top of fuselage. Fin and 
rudder have rounded top. Diamond-shaped tail plane 
with round tips . 

INTEREST: The Stormovik is said to be so heavily 
armored for strafing work, that light cannon fire has 

AUGUST, 1943 
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STATE 
U.S.S.R. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: Single radial engine, 
low-wing monoplane. Trailing edge tapers to rounded 
tip. Wing fillets extend deep! y back toward tail. 
Fuselage very short and stubby with large circular 
nose. Small cockpit set well back with head fairing 
extending to fin. Rudder has round trailing edge. 
Stabilizer has leading edge tapered forward. Elevators 
havL cut-out in center. 

INTEREST: This monoplane received a thorough test-
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UNFAIRED ,J'-. 
GREENHOUSE LV 

ATTACK BOMBER 

* U.S.S.R. 

1 
SCALE 

&·FOOT MAN 

small effect on its sides. It is in its element when fl y
ing low, attacking German tank and mechanized col
umns. 

The engine cowling is composed of steel plate 6- to 
8-mm. in thickness. Even parts of the plane which 
are the least vulnerable have protecting armor of 
4-mm. thickness. With a phenomenal armament of 
two 2.o- or 37-mm. cannon, plus macJW: guns, the 
plane is designed especially to be a "flymg anti-tank 
battery." Two improved versions of the Stormovik , 
the IL-3 and the IL-4, have recently been reported. 

WAR DEPARTMENT FM 30-30 
NAVY DEPARTMENT BUAER 3 

FIGHTER 

* U.S.S.R . 

SCALE 
6-FOOT MAN 

ing in the Spanish Civil War, when it was extensi ve
ly used. As a fighter it has been handicapped in ma
neuverability due to high wing loading. As used 
in Spain, the I-16 has a curved armor plate of 7-mm. 
thickness, which protected the back and head of 
the pilot. This plane, although becoming obsolete, 
is still being used in quantity as a fighter and ad
vanced trainer. The current model, the I-16C or "Sup
er Rata," is equipped with a I,ooo-hp. engine. The 
older I-16 is sometimes called the "Rata" or "Mosca" . 

WAR DEPARTMENT FM 3o-30 
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IL-2 "STORMOVIK" 

I 
~ 
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SPAN: 47 ft. II in . 
LENGTH: 38 ft. 

SERVICE CEILING: 
2.8,ooo ft. 

MAX. SPEED: 2.75 m.p. h . at S,ooo ft. 

RESTRICTED 

"1-16" & "1-l&C" 

SPAN: 2.9 ft. 2. in . 
LENGTH: 2.0 ft. 4 in. 

SERVICE CEILING: 
32. ,000 ft . 

APPROX. SPEED: 3oo m. p. h. at 15 ,ooo ft. 

RESTRICTED 



STORMOVIK, Russia's "flying anti-tank battery'' is designed 
and armored to sweep low over enemy tank columns and troops. 
Nazis call this highly successful plane "Black Death," try to ward 
off its low level attacks with flame throwers and thcrmite guns. 

RAT.O, knmm also as 1\Iosr>a, is one o£ Russia's older ,fighters. It 
was first used in the Spanish Civil War and is rapidly beeorning ob
solete though still used as both a fighting plane and advanced train
er. Successive models have stepped c: p power, speed and armament. 
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